In this article, we propose a generalized non-equilibrium chemical kinetics model from ab initio simulation data obtained using accurate potential energy surfaces developed recently for the purpose of studying high-temperature air chemistry. First, we present a simple cross-section model for dissociation that captures recent ab initio data accurately. The cross-section model is analytically integrated over Boltzmann distributions and general non-Boltzmann distributions to derive general non-equilibrium dissociation model. The general non-Boltzmann model systematically incorporates key physics such as dependence on translational energy, rotational energy, vibrational energy, internal energy, centrifugal barrier and non-Boltzmann effects such as overpopulation and depletion of high energy states. The model is shown to reproduce the rates from QCT for Boltzmann distributions of internal energy states. Reduced rates in non-equilibrium steady state due to depletion of high internal energy states are also predicted well by the model. Furthermore, the model predicts the enhanced rates as observed due to significant overpopulation of high vibrational states relative to Boltzmann distributions while the gas is in non-equilibrium in the transient phase. The model provides a computationally inexpensive way of incorporating non-equilibrium chemistry without incurring additional cost in the existing computational tools. Further comparisons of the model are carried out in another article, where simplifications to the model are proposed based on the results.
I. INTRODUCTION
In hypersonic flows, dissociation of the gas in the regions immediately behind shock waves, is coupled to the internal energy of the gas. The gas molecules in the excited vibrational states are strongly favored for dissociation. The effect of rotational energy on dissociation is similar but is less pronounced relative to the vibrational energy. Recently, ab initio methods such as direct molecular simulations (DMS) 1,2 , master-equation analysis [3] [4] [5] [6] and quasi-classical trajectory calculations (QCT) 7, 8 have quantified the importance of ro-vibrational energy in the state-specific dissociation rates of air species. This has been possible due to recently developed accurate potential energy surfaces (PESs) for N 2 -N 2 and N-N 2 collisions 9,10 , O 2 -O 2 11 and O-O 2 12 collisions, N 2 -O 2 collisions 13 , and N 2 -O collisions 14 for the purpose of studying the air chemistry relevant to hypersonic flows.
Dissociating gas in the shock heated regions is in nonequilibrium. Due to strong favoring of high internal energy states, dissociation removes the molecules in the high internal energy states. These high energy states are then repopulated by vibration-translation and rotation-translation energy exchanges via non-reactive collisions. The balance of dissociation and re-population results in a quasi-steady state (QSS). In the QSS phase, the gas has depleted internal energy distributions relative to corresponding equilibrium (Boltzmann) distribution 1, 4, 5 . The depletion of molecules in the high rovibrational states results in reduced dissociation rates (by a factor of 3 − 5 for nitrogen 1, 15 and 2 − 5 for oxygen 16 ) relative to Boltzmann distribution based estimates 17, 18 . Contrary to the depletion effects, overpopulation of high internal energy states occurs in the early phase of excitation of ro-vibrational a) Electronic mail: singh455@umn.edu. energy. High energy non-reactive collisions, result in overpopulation of high internal energy states compared to the corresponding Boltzmann distribution 19 . This overpopulation enhances the rates of dissociation, relative to Boltzmann distributions.
For accurate prediction of dissociation, the dissociation models in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) solvers should include the aforementioned coupling of dissociation to internal energy. To incorporate internal energy effects in the development of continuum dissociation rates, Arrhenius-like descriptions have been extended by introducing separate temperatures for rotational energy (T rot ) and vibrational energy (T v ). For instance, the widely used Park model [20] [21] [22] uses an effective temperature ( √ T T v ) in Arrhenius rates, where parameters are empirically adjusted to fit experimental results [23] [24] [25] , which have uncertainties (about an order of magnitude for nitrogen dissociation rates). Using existing state-specific kinetic dissociation rates, continuum dissociation models 26, 27 have been developed, but these are not consistent with recent ab initio state-specific data. Existing kinetic rate models (or their modifications) have been refitted to the recent ab initio data [28] [29] [30] and more elaborate fits to new state-specific dissociation rates, consistent with ab initio data have also been proposed 31 . However, a model that is analytically consistent between kinetic and continuum descriptions (suitable for large-scale CFD), that is consistent with ab initio data, has not yet been developed.
In parallel efforts, master equation approach has been used to study systems relevant to air chemistry, for instance, N 2 +O 2 5 , and N 2 +N 2 32 . Master equation requires state-specific transition rates and reaction rates (corresponding to the pre-collision distribution) which are computed using quasi-classical trajectory (QCT) calculations 33 . Due to the high dimensionality of state space (≈ 10 15 transition rates for N 2 +N 2 ), energy state binning (averaging) assumptions are required 4, 15 , and maintaining desired accuracy is still an open question 4 .
In the current work, we present both continuum (rate-based) and kinetic (state specific rate-based) rate models that are analytically consistent and are formulated based on quantum chemistry predictions. We first identify and express the dependence of the kinetic rates on key dominant physics such as vibrational energy, rotational energy and relative translational energy based on ab-initio data. We then present continuum based dissociation rate constants which incorporate non-Boltzmann effects using suprisal analysis based model by Singh and Schwartzentruber 34, 35 , also based on ab-initio data. The average energy of dissociating molecules is also derived, which is necessary to accurately track the evolution of average vibrational energy. The model accurately captures the key physics observed in ab-intio calculations and, since it is analytical, the relative influence of each set of physics is contained in different terms and can be analyzed. For instance, we report the dissociation rate enhancement factors due to overpopulation of high internal energy states, and the reduction in the dissociation rates due to depletion of high internal energy states.
II. KINETIC TO CONTINUUM FRAMEWORK
In this section, we outline the main equations that link a kinetic description of internal energy relaxation and dissociation to the most widely-used continuum framework.
Consider a collision where diatomic molecule AB( j, v) interacts with a partner C. leading to internal energy exchange or dissociation,
Here ( j, v) represents the rovibrational state of the molecule and C can be either a diatom or atom.
In principle, such kinetic rate expressions can be used to solve the master equation where, if all transition rates between all rovibrational states are input, the population of each rovibrational state can be computed. However, this quickly becomes computationally intractable, for example there are approximately 10 15 such transitions for N 2 -N 2 collisions and 10 7 for N-N 2 collisions. In order to derive a tractable model for the evolution of rovibrational populations in a gas, one must group (or "coarse-grain") the full set of quantized rovibrational states 3 . In this manner, only the transition rates between rovibrational energy groups are required. For example, by combining rotational energy states into a single group, characterized by the average rotational energy ( ε rot ), an evolution equation for the vibrational energy populations, AB(v) at a given translational temperature (T ), can be written as,
Here, k i−i ′ is the rate constant for transitioning from state i to i ′ during a collision with partner specie C, d denotes the dissociated state, and [recomb.] is a term containing the production of specific AB(v) states due to recombination reactions. k i−i ′ (≡ k i−i ′ (T, ε rot )) depends on T and ε rot but for notational brevity, we have dropped the dependence. Note that, in Eq. 2, the rate constants are averaged over the rovibrational states of the colliding partner when it is a diatom. This assumption is justified later in section 3. Furthermore, since the current work focuses on dissociating flows where recombination is negligible, we ignore recombination while developing our model (recombination is addressed later in section VI of subsequent article Ref. 36 ).
In order to obtain a continuum expression, the moment of Eq. 2 is taken in order to derive an equation for the evolution of average vibrational energy, ε v ,
Here, f (v) is the distribution function of vibrational energy states, and ε v (v) is the vibrational energy associated with a specific v state. Furthermore, in the final term, k AB−C is the overall dissociation rate and ε d v is the average vibrational energy of the dissociating molecules. The equations for k AB−C and ε d v will be presented and discussed shortly. First, the Landau-Teller (LT) model is used to simplify the first two terms. The LT equation can only be derived from the master equation under certain assumptions 37, 38 , such as mono-quantum transitions. However, use of the LT model is common in CFD codes used for flows in thermal nonequilibrium, and there is evidence that vibrational energy relaxation time constants, determined both experimentally and computationally, can be accurately fit with the LT model 1, 2, 16 . Since the current work focuses on developing a dissociation model, the LT expression is used to determine the evolution of the average vibrational energy. However, it is important to note, that the current work does not assume equilibrium (Boltzmann) distributions based on this average, rather a recently developed model for non-Boltzmann vibrational energy distributions 34, 35 is used (described later in section IV D). The equations for average vibrational energy and concentration of species, [AB], become,
where τ mix is the relaxation time constant of the mixture (representing both diatom-diatom and atom-diatom collisions).
This article focuses on nitrogen gas, for which Eqs. 4 and 5 are,
Equations 6 and 7 are source-terms in the vibrational energy equation and species conservation equation that are commonly used in hypersonic CFD codes. This article proposes models for the two important quantities; the dissociation rate constant (k) and the average energy of dissociating molecules ( ε d v ), which are both dependent on the local nonequilibrium state 39 characterized by T , ε v and ε rot .
Upon taking the moment of Eq. 2 to obtain Eq. 3, the overall dissociation rate coefficient is derived as 17, 33 ,
and the average energy of dissociated molecules ( ε d v ), is derived as,
In Eqs. 8 and 9, ε rel is the relative translational energy of a collision pair (the kinetic expressions have been integrated over a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution function), k B is the Boltzmann constant, µ C is the reduced mass of the collision pair, and S is a the symmetry factor (S = 2 for diatom-diatom collisions and S = 1 for atom-diatom collisions). In Eqs. 8 and 9, the two expressions that must be modeled are (i) the probability of dissociation given the molecular state, p(d | ε rel , ε v , ε rot ), and (ii) the non-Boltzmann distribution of internal energy states, f NB ( j, v). As discussed in the next section, the probability expression corresponds to an average over a range of impact parameters, where b max is the maximum impact parameter, and where ε v and ε rot are func-tions of the ( j, v) state.
III. REACTION CROSS-SECTION MODEL
In this section, a simple analytical expression for the probability of dissociation is proposed (equivalent to the dissociation cross-sections normalized by a reference cross-section), and justification for the functional form of each term is described in detail. The proposed dissociation probability model is:
In this expression, ε eff rot = ε rot − (ε eff d − ε d ) = ε rot − θ CB (ε rot ) is the effective rotational energy that includes the centrifugal energy barrier effect (θ CB ), and similarly, ε eff d = ε d + θ CB (ε rot )) is the effective dissociation energy. The parameters C 1 , α, β , γ and δ , are model parameters that are determined by studying cross-section data from recent ab-initio calculations. The probability model in Eq. 10 can be directly used in DSMC, for example instead of the total collision energy model (TCE), however, DSMC modeling is not the focus of the current article.
The purpose of the proposed model is to capture the most dominant reaction cross-section trends with a simple functional form that can be analytically integrated. Therefore, all of the terms in Eq. 10 are neither entirely unique, nor the most exact. Indeed, the cross-sections obtained through ab-initio calculations could be fit using polynomial or Fourier-series basis functions, or potentially by neural networks 40 . However, we find very clear trends in the ab-initio data, for which elaborate functional fits are not necessary; rather, simplified functions are accurate for the purpose of kinetic and continuum engineering analysis.
The ab-intio data used in this article comes from the quasiclassical-trajectory (QCT) simulations performed by Bender et al. 17 . The QCT data are obtained by sampling relative translational and rotational energies from five different temperatures ranging from T = 8, 000 K to T = 30, 000 K, assuming Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions. For each T , vibrational energies are sampled from a Boltzmann distribution at T v , which also ranges from 8, 000 K to 30, 0000 K. Overall 2.4 billion trajectories have been calculated. For QCT simulation details, including trajectory integration, impact parameters, Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution sampling, uncertainty estimates, and post-processing, readers are referred to the article by Bender et al. 17 . Construction of the model in Eq. 10 was guided by the trends observed in the QCT data, which are described in the following sub-sections.
A. Dependence on collision partner internal energy
The dependence of the dissociation probability of a molecule on the collision partner's internal energy is shown in Fig. 1 . Specifically, the relative translational and internal energies of the molecules undergoing dissociation are sampled from Boltzmann distributions (at T = 10, 000 K and T = 20, 000 K). The variation in the dissociation probability is plotted for a wide range of collision partner internal energies, based on a large number of QCT calculations. More specifically, the reaction probability is integrated over all parameters except the internal energy of the colliding partner, to obtain an expression for p(d|ε int,partner ),
As seen in Fig. 1 , the variation in probability is at most 4x. In contrast, as shown in upcoming sections, the dependence on the dissociating molecule's internal energy spans many orders of magnitude. Figure 1 indicates that although a high value of the partner's internal energy increases the effective reaction cross-section, by providing additional energy towards crossing the dissociation barrier, the internal energy of the colliding partner has a negligible effect on the overall rate constant; a conclusion also made in other recent studies 7 . Therefore, a specific dependence on the collision partner internal energy is not proposed in our model (Eq. 10).
B. Dependence on translation energy
The first term (I) in Eq. 10 is proportional to the excess energy in a collision relative to the dissociation energy. The term (ε d /ε rel ) ensures that in the limit of high translational energy, fly-by collisions act to decrease the reaction crosssection. Numerous collision induced dissociation models, developed using statistical considerations, have a form similar to this first term (examples include Refs. [41] [42] [43] . Figure 2 (a) plots the conditional probability of dissociation (p(d|ε trans )) from a given relative translational energy, where the internal energies are sampled from Boltzmann distributions at T . Formally, the equation for p(d|ε trans ) is
As shown in Fig.2(a) , for high values of T (corresponding to high internal energy), the influence of translational energy on the dissociation probability becomes progressively weaker. Using a single constant value of α (see Table I in Sec. V (A)), the model (Eq. 10) is able to accurately reproduce the QCT data. 
C. Dependence on rotational energy
As evident in Fig. 2(b) , the dissociation probability is strongly dependent on the rotational energy of the dissociating molecule, as there is an increase of approximately four orders of magnitude as the rotational energy is varied for T = 10, 000 K. At lower gas temperatures, the dependence is stronger as rotational energy becomes necessary to cross the required threshold for dissociation 17 . Furthermore, Macdonald et. al. 4 , using grouped master equation analysis, have shown that rotational energy accounts for nearly 40% of the energy required for dissociation. Therefore, to incorporate strong rotational coupling to dissociation, we propose an exponential dependence on the rotational energy (∝ j( j + 1)) for the second term (II) in Eq. 10. In most models, the centrifugal barrier is incorporated by only modifying the dissociation energy threshold to be the effective dissociation energy (ε eff d ) 44 . We propose to incorporate the centrifugal barrier related to rotational energy term along with the collision energy term (I). Although, during a collision, the rotational energy may increase, decrease, or may be ill-defined (due to its coupling with vibrational energy), the proposed form is found to be more accurate than merely updating the threshold dissociation energy. As shown in Fig. 2(b) , by using a single constant value of β (see Table  I in Sec. V (A)) that controls the exponential dependence on rotational energy, the model (Eq. 10) is able to accurately reproduce the QCT data. Therefore, for a given pre-collision rotational energy, a collision can result in dissociation even if the collision energy is less than ε eff d , as long as it is greater than than ε d . 
D. Dependence on vibrational energy
As evident in Fig. 2(c) , the dissociation probability is even more dependent on the vibrational energy of the dissociating molecule compared to rotational energy. Specifically, p(d|v) is exponential and varies nearly six orders of magni-tude for conditions of T = 10, 000 K. Therefore, the probability of dissociation depends most strongly on vibrational energy as also observed in recent QCT studies 4, 17 . As shown in Fig. 2(c ble I in Sec. V (A)) that controls the exponential dependence on vibrational energy, the third term (III) in the model (Eq. 10) is able to accurately reproduce the QCT data. As described in upcoming sections, the relative importance of vibration versus rotation is reflected in the model parameters (i.e. γ > β ). A number of previous studies have also incorporated exponential dependence on vibrational energy in dissociation models [45] [46] [47] , in the context of vibrationally stateresolved rate constants. For example, Blais and Truhlar 48 
for Ar+H 2 based on QCT calculations in 49 .
E. Dependence on internal energy and quasi-bound effects
It has been calculated that nearly 60% of dissociation in nitrogen occurs from quasi-bound molecules for temperatures ranging from 8, 000 K to 30, 000 K 17 . The dissociation in bound molecules relies on translational energy to cross the dissociation barrier, while mere redistribution or deexcitiation of internal energy is sufficient to cause dissociation in quasi-bound molecules. In Fig 3(a) , the conditional reaction probability is plotted against the internal energy of the molecule undergoing dissociation. The dependence on the internal energy (equivalently on j, v) can be obtained from following equation:
As expected, p(d|ε int ) varies exponentially with internal energy. The magnitude of the probability is higher for quasibound molecules (ε int > ε d ) compared to bound molecules (ε int ≤ ε d ). However, the dependence of the probability on internal energy is stronger (steeper slope) for bound molecules than for quasi-bound molecules. This trend can be understood by considering the average increase in vibrational energy, ε v (ε int ) , and rotational energy, ε rot (ε int ) , corresponding to changes in internal energy for both bound and quasibound molecules; (ε int − ∆ε int /2, ε int + ∆ε int /2). Formally, ε v (ε int ) and ε rot (ε int ) are defined as follows:
shows that an increment of ∆ε int results in higher vibrational energy relative to rotational energy (in the average sense) for bound molecules. However for quasi-bound molecules, an increment of internal energy adds more rotational energy relative to vibrational. Although elevated rotational energy does enhance dissociation, its effect is not as significant as for vibrational energy. The final term (IV) in (Eq. 10) is justified by the analysis of QCT data shown in (Fig 3(a) ), and captures the noticeable difference in dissociation probability trends for bound and quasi-bound molecules. Specifically, the functional form of term (IV) is guided by the QCT data plotted in Fig. 3 (c), that shows a sharp peak for the internal energy of dissociating molecules centered at the dissociation energy, ε d , which is captured accurately using a constant value of the parameter δ (see Table I in Sec. V (A)). This trend has been observed in QCT studies that assume Boltzmann distributions for the pre-collision distributions 17 .
IV. INTEGRATION OF CROSS-SECTIONS AND CONTINUUM RATE EXPRESSIONS
Now that the state-specific dissociation cross-section model is formulated, the expression (Eq. 10) can be analytically integrated over a rovibrational distribution function, f NB ( j, v), to derive a closed-form continuum-level dissociation rate expression using Eq. 8. The considerable challenge with such an approach is that if the cross-section model is highly accurate then it must be integrated over an equally-accurate distribution function. If the distribution function is inaccurate, then the overall rate expression will be inaccurate.
This section first develops an accurate Boltzmann internal energy distribution function that is consistent with ab-intio results, after which, non-Boltzmann internal energy effects can be included. Subsections then derive continuum dissociation rate expressions corresponding to (i) Boltzmann internal energy distributions, (ii) Quasi-Steady-State (QSS) internal energy distribution functions that include depletion of high energy states, and (iii) generalized non-Boltzmann internal energy distribution functions that include both overpopulation of high-energy states during the rapid excitation phase and depletion during the QSS dissociation phase. All model versions are consistent and the generalized expression reduces, analytically, to the QSS and Boltzmann expressions under corresponding assumptions. Note that, for conciseness, some of the derivation steps are omitted from the main article text and are included in the Appendix.
A. Internal energy distribution function framework
Constructing an analytical expression for the internal energy distributions, that is consistent with ab-initio data, requires further approximations. First, a joint rovibrational distribution function, f (ε rot , ε v ), is required such that total internal energy does not exceed the physically-allowed maximum internal energy. A general approach is to use a separate vibrational temperature in the distribution, such that the moment with respect to ε v results in the average vibrational energy of the system; that is,
. This distribution is written as:
where the partition function, Z(T rot , T v ), is given by
such that an equilibrium distribution is recovered when T rot = T v = T . To complete this equation, one must express (i) vibrational energy as a function of vibrational quantum state, and (ii) rotational energy as a function of rotational quantum state. Rotational energy is approximated using the rigid rotor assumption: ε rot ( j) = θ rot k B j( j + 1). Vibrational energy is approximated using the simple harmonic oscillator (SHO) model, however, an important modification is required. Specifically, as shown in Fig. 4(a) , SHO is a poor approximation of the vibrational energy (and therefore population) for moderateto-high v states compared to the results from the ab-initio diatomic nitrogen PES. Since the high-v states are important, due to their strong coupling to dissociation, we use an extended SHO expression with multiple characteristic vibrational temperatures. In this article we use three characteristic temperatures, corresponding to the three energy brackets shown in Fig. 4(a) . This introduces a summation (over three terms) into all subsequent rate expressions, however, the equations remain analytically integrable. One could use the anharmonic oscillator model, however, analytical integration would no longer be possible.
Furthermore, the value of θ CB , required to model the centrifugal barrier effect for ε eff rot and ε eff d in Eq. 10, is also determined by comparison with ab-intio data using the diatomic nitrogen PES. Specifically, the centrifugal barrier is incorporated in the effective dissociation energy in following manner,
where θ CB = is selected to match the ab initio energy as shown in Fig. 4(b) .
Finally, in Eq. 18 we can replace ε v (v) and ε rot ( j) using the modified SHO model ( Fig. 4(a) ) and the rigid rotor model, respectively. The expression corresponding to a Boltzmann distribution (at T rot , T v ) contains a sum over m terms (m = 3 in our model), and can be derived as:
where,
Here, E m − is the energy of the m − quantum state and,
is the resulting generalized function that contains the summation information, noting that g m (0) ≡ lim x→0 g m (x). Upon inspection of Eq. 21, one may realize that in the limit ε max d → ∞
and assuming a single characteristic vibrational temperature such that θ m v = θ SHO v (∀m), the partition function Z(T rot , T v ) reduces to the product of standard rigid rotor and SHO partition functions, consistent with equilibrium statistical mechanics. In order to evaluate the average vibrational energy of dissociated molecules ( ε d v in Eq. 9), the derivative of the function g m (x) is required: tion cross-sections (Eq. 10) and the internal energy distribution functions (Eq. 21) have been developed. In subsequent sections these expressions are analytically integrated (using Eq. 8) to produce continuum-level dissociation rate expressions.
B. Boltzmann rate expression
Under the assumption that the gas internal energy evolves as a series of Boltzmann distributions, corresponding to T rot and T v , the dissociation rate constant is analytically obtained by integrating the reaction probability (Eq. 10) over the distri-butions in Eq. 21 according to Eq. 8:
The result is a "multi-temperature" dissociation rate coefficient that consists of a modified Arrhenius rate term and a nonequilibrium term (denoted by the H function) that acts to increase or decrease the Arrhenius rate based on the local internal energy content of the gas. Note that in contrast to the Park √ T T v model, the internal energy dependence does not appear inside the Arrhenius term. Rather, the Arrhenius term is a function only of the translational temperature T , and the dependence on internal energy is entirely contained in the separate nonequilibrium term. More specifically, the pre-factor A and the exponent η depend on the parameter α, as well as on species properties. Recall that α is the parameter that controls the translational energy dependence at the kinetic level (term I in Eq. 10). The internal energy dependence is contained in two terms, corresponding to contributions from both bound (H(ε d , 0, 1)) and quasi-bound (H(ε max d , ε d , 2)) molecules. Since the equations are written in a compact generalized functional form, it is difficult to deduce physical interpretations directly. However, physical insight is evident after a few simplifications are introduced. Focusing only on the contribution from bound molecules, and assuming that rotational and vibrational energy are independent, the basic dependence of the nonequilibrium term is,
Here, g(ζ v ) can be viewed as a partition function evaluated at an effective vibrational temperature of T ′ F , where
In this case, increasing T v (and γ) will increase the rate constant due to a corresponding higher population of v-states. Interestingly, the resulting expression resembles the model of Marrone and Treanor 26 , where the effective temperature in their model is identical to the one given in Eq. 26. Following the same simplifications, but now for quasi-bound molecules (H(ε max d , ε d , 2)), the effective temperature T F ′ according to our model is
C. Non-Boltzmann QSS rate expression
It is well established, from ab-intio based calculations, that a significant portion of dissociation behind strong shock waves occurs in the quasi-steady-state (QSS) phase [1] [2] [3] [4] 15, 16, 34, 35, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] . The QSS phase is characterized by non-Boltzmann internal energy distribution functions, where the high energy states are depleted (relative to a Boltzmann distribution). This effect is caused by the increase in internal energy level populations due to translational-internal energy transfer being precisely balanced by the rapid removal of internal energy due to dissociation reactions. In order to obtain realistic dissociation rates, such non-Boltzmann QSS distributions must be accounted for.
A simple analytical model for depleted internal energy distributions in the QSS phase has been previously constructed by the authors using a "surprisal" formulation 34, 35 . The non-Boltzmann QSS internal energy distributions (denoted here aŝ f ) are given by:
where i is either j or v, f 0 (i; T ) is a Boltzmann distribution, λ 0,i is the normalization constant, λ 1,i is a constant parameter, which controls the extent of depletion and is based on the DMS simulation results 34 . The accuracy of this model will be discussed in the next section. Using the approximations for ab initio energies, the joint rovibrational distribution function corresponding to QSS conditions is:
Note that this expression is similar to the joint rovibrational Boltzmann distribution function (Eq. 21), except for additional terms containingδ v andδ rot , which account for depleted energy states due to dissociation. Also note that the above distribution (Eq. 29) reduces to the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 21) when the depletion terms vanish (δ v = 0 and δ rot = 0). Now the reaction probability (Eq. 10) is analytically inte-grated over the QSS distribution (Eq. 29) according to Eq. 8 to obtain the dissociation rate constant corresponding to a depleted QSS internal energy distribution:
By comparing Eq. 31 with Eq. 23, it is evident that effects due to the depletion of high-energy states in QSS appear as extra terms, but otherwise the expressions are identical. For example,δ rot now appears as an extra term in theζ rot expression, which as outlined via Eqs. 26 and 27, is analogous to changing the effective temperature of the partition function (i.e. effecting the population of states). Theδ v term now appears inside the summation functionĝ m (x) simply because the vibrational energy partition function involves the modified SHO formulation shown previously in Fig. 4(a) . Both parameters (δ rot andδ v ) act to reduce the nonequilibrium H factors and, therefore, reduce the dissociation rate coefficient compared to the Boltzmann rate coefficient expression (recovered by settinĝ δ rot =δ v = 0).
D. Generalized non-Boltzmann rate expression
It is also well established, from ab-intio based calculations, that a significant amount of post-shock dissociation can occur before the gas reaches QSS 19 , particularly for extreme flight conditions such as atmospheric re-entry. Figure 5 shows the evolution of vibrational energy distributions corresponding to rapid rovibrational excitation of nitrogen gas, starting from T v = 3,000 K and rising towards a fixed translational temperature of T = 20,000 K. The data (symbols in Fig. 5 ) come from recent Direct Molecular Simulation (DMS) calculations 34, 35 , and show that at early times during rapid rovibrational excitation the high-energy states are over-populated compared to the Boltzmann distribution corresponding to the average vibrational energy (dashed lines in Fig. 5 ). Since high-energy states are strongly coupled to dissociation, including the effects of overpopulation would increase the dissociation rate compared to the rate based on Boltzmann distributions (section 4.2). At later times, as the gas reaches QSS, Fig. 5 shows that the high-energy states are depleted relative to a Boltzmann distribution. This is the QSS distribution function described in section 4.3 (Eqs. 28 and 29).
Recently, the authors have developed a generalized model for non-Boltzmann distributions that captures both overpopulation and depletion 34 . In this section we derive the dissociation rate constant in its most general form including all non-Boltzmann effects. While full model details of the generalized non-Boltzmann distribution function ( f NB ( j, v)) can be found in Ref. 35 , the final model equations are listed here for completeness:
where T 0 is the reference temperature (based on the pre-shock state), the functionf ( j, v; T ) is the QSS distribution in Eq. 29, and the functionf ( j, v; T v , T 0 ), is given by:
, and the parameter Λ is analytically determined to en-
. Specifically, Λ is given by 35 :
where the expression for ε v (T v , T 0 , T rot ) and ε v (T rot , T v ) are given in Eqs. D3 and D4 in appendix D.
As seen in Fig. 5 , this simple analytical model quantitatively captures the evolution of non-Boltzmann vibrational energy distributions calculated by DMS. More comparisons for both nitrogen and oxygen gas under a range of conditions are contained in Ref. 35 . Following the same procedure as in sections 4.2 and 4.3, the approximations for ab initio energies are substituted into Eq. 33 and the reaction probability (Eq. 10) is analytically integrated according to Eq. 8 to obtain a generalized expression for the dissociation rate constant:
where,k(T, T rot , T v ) was given in Eq. 31, andk(T, T rot , T v ; T 0 ) has a similar form, but based on the distribution in Eq. 34. For brevity, the equation fork(T, T rot , T v ; T 0 ) is listed in the Appendix. Note, however, that the generalized non-Boltzmann rate coefficient expression (Eq. 38) has two contributing terms controlled by the value of Λ. In one limit (T >> T rot ≈ T v ≈ T 0 , and thus Λ = 0) the rate coefficient corresponds to the Boltzmann assumption at T 0 (post-shock frozen condition), while in the other limit (T ≈ T rot ≈ T v >> T 0 , and thus Λ −1 = 0) the rate coefficient corresponds to the QSS assumption. In between these limits both terms contribute and correspond to a non-Boltzmann distribution which may have overpopulation and/or depletion effects. Please refer to Ref. 34 for complete details.
V. AVERAGE VIBRATIONAL ENERGY OF DISSOCIATED MOLECULES
In addition to the dissociation rate coefficient, the other quantity required in continuum-level dissociation models is the average internal energy of dissociating molecules, ε d v (refer to Eq. 6 and related discussion in section 2). Physically, ε d v is directly related to the state-resolved crosssection model and the non-Boltzmann internal energy distribution as quantified in Eq. 9.
The value of ε d v recommended by Park 22 has no explicit dependence on cross-sections and exhibits numerical singularities 57 . The model for ε d v currently used in CFD calculations, combined with the Park models for vibrational excitation and dissociation, is shown in Fig. 6 , where significant discrepancy with ab-intio results is evident (for instance see Fig. 5 in the article by Chaudhry et al. 7 ). In the following subsections, the analytical expression for ε d v is derived using Eq. 9, corresponding to the new dissociation model for Boltzmann, QSS, and generalized Boltzmann internal energy scenarios. A. Boltzmann internal energy distribution function formulation Employing Eq. 9, assuming that gas evolves series of Boltzmann distributions, one can obtain an expression for average energy of dissociating molecules, ε d v (T, T rot , T v ) as:
1000/T [K
where
For the sake of brevity, we have presented the expressions for the average energy of dissociating molecules in the QSS formulation ( ε d v (T, T rot , T v )) and generalized non-Boltzmann case ( ε d v NB (T, T rot , T v )) in the Eqs. C1 and C7 in the appendix C, respectively.
VI. MODEL VERIFICATION
In summary, the general non-Boltzmann version of the model (for k and ε d v ) is given by Eqs. 38 and C7, which can be used in continuum CFD calculations as a two-temperature (or three-temperature) model. Recall that the model is actually formulated at the kinetic level, where the two required models included p(d | ε rel , ε v , ε rot ) and f NB ( j, v). All subsequent equations were analytically derived from these two expressions. Therefore, the generalized model includes dissociation effects due to translational, rotational, and vibrational energy, as well as quasi-bound effects, anharmonicity in the diatomic potential, and both overpopulation and depletion of high-energy states. The model parameters for nitrogen are listed in Table I , and are the same parameters used to calculate all of the model results plotted in this article. The generalized model can be simplified to a model version that assumes the gas evolves as a series of QSS distributions by replacing Λ → ∞, and simplified further to the assumption of Boltzmann internal energy distributions by substituting δ rot = 0 and δ vib = 0. In this section, we verify model results against previous QCT results and compare against experimental data.
Bender et.al. 17 performed a QCT study of nitrogen dissociation where they considered translational-rotational equilibrium (based on temperature T ) and Boltzmann distributions for vibrational energy based on a separate vibrational temperature (T v ). The internal state populations were sampled directly from the quantized ( j, v) states of the diatomic PES. We compare our model results (Eq. 23) to these QCT results in Figure 7 . The deviation between model and QCT results is seen to be less than 11% for the thermal equilibrium cases, less than 17% for nonequilibrium cases where T < 13, 0000K, and a maximum difference of 50% is found for the most extreme case, where T = 30, 0000K and T v = 8000K.
Bender et.al. 17 also computed the average energy of dissociating molecules for the same equilibrium and thermalnonequilibrium cases. The model results, again assuming Boltzmann distributions ( ε d v given in Eq. 39), are compared to the QCT results in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c). Under thermal equilibrium conditions, it can be seen that the deviation between model and QCT results is less than 6%, and for nonequilibrium conditions (T = T v ), the agreement is even closer.
It is important to note that, although the proposed model was formulated using QCT data from Bender et.al. 17 , this was done at the kinetic level (Fig. 3) , and obtaining close agreement at the rate level ( Fig. 7) is not trivial. Such close agreement requires an accurate model of the Boltzmann distribution including anharmonicity of the diatomic PES (the modified SHO formulation) and the use of a joint rovibrational distribution function, while also requiring an accurate model for the probability of dissociation due to each of translational, rotational, and vibrational energy, as well as the contribution from quasi-bound molecules. If any one of these effects is missing from the model, significant discrepancy results. Indeed, since there are no fitting parameters at the continuum-level of the model, this requires all kinetic aspects of the model to be included and modeled accurately.
In Fig. 8 dissociation rates predicted by the model are compared to rates inferred from experimental shock-tube measurements by Appelton et al. 58 and Byron 23 . It is expected that the experimental flow conditions, under which the rate data was inferred, correspond to the QSS dissociation phase downstream of the shock wave. The model results are plotted for both Boltzmann internal energy distributions and for QSS internal energy distributions, and the dissociation rate constants are seen to be approximately 2-3 times lower under the QSS assumption. This trend has been reported a number of times in the literature in both master-equation studies 4 One of the primary goals of this work is to analyze the coupling of nonequilibrium effects on dissociation. Since the new model is analytically derived from the kinetic level, separate terms appear in the continuum expressions that include the various non-equilibrium effects of interest. This is advantageous, since the effect of each term can be quantitatively studied by comparing the magnitude of various terms or by switching terms of interest on or off. A detailed study of the importance of each nonequilibrium effect is contained in a subsequent article 36 . As an example, the influence of overpopulation and depletion effects is shown in Fig. 9 , where the ratio of the general nonequilibrium rate constant to the equilibrium rate constant is plotted as a function of vibrational temperature at various translational-rotational temperatures. In Fig. 9 , it is evident that overpopulation of high-vibrational levels, in the rapid excitation phase (T >> T v ) increases the rate of dissociation (see Fig. 9(a) ). Clearly, overpopulation effects are more prominent at low translational temperature, raising the dissociation rate coefficient by as much as 27x compared to rate determined using the average vibrational energy (Boltzmann assumption). This can be explained from Fig. 7(a) , where rate constants depend on vibrational temperature, and consequently on the population of high v-states, more strongly at lower translational temperature.
When the gas reaches higher vibrational temperatures, corresponding to the QSS dissociating phase, as shown in Fig. 9(b) , the non-Boltzmann rates are lower due to the depletion of high vibrational energy states. The reduction in the dissociation rate coefficient under such QSS conditions (T ≈ T v ) is rather constant across a wide range of translational temperatures, a result also found in master-equation and DMS studies 1, 2, 4 . It should be noted, however, that the extent of depletion and consequent reduction in the dissociation rate will be more prominent in an actual physical ensemble of Fig. (b) ) correspond to ε v = ε v * . T t = T rot and the reference temperature T 0 = 300 K is used.
gas, since the true QSS state has ε v < ε v * , which is not the same as the equilibrium condition ε v = ε v * , plotted in Fig. 9(b) . Finally, although the effects of overpopulation appear dramatic ( Fig. 9(a) ), the Boltzmann rate coefficient (k Boltz ) is low, since the average vibrational energy (represented by T v ) is low. Therefore, although overpopulation dramatically increases the dissociation rate relative to the Boltzmann assumption, it is not clear if this will noticeably affect the overall dissociation trend. A further study has therefore been performed where the new model is compared to DMS calculations and the relative importance of each nonequilibrium term is analyzed compared to the main rovibrational ex-citation and dissociation trends of importance to hypersonic CFD modeling (Ref. 36 ).
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We propose a cross-section model for dissociation with a simple functional form that captures recent ab initio data accurately. The model can be used in DSMC instead of large stateresolved databases. The model is analytically integrated over Boltzmann distributions and non-Boltzmann distributions to a derive general non-equilibrium dissociation model that can be used in large-scale CFD simulations. The model captures all key physics such as dependence on translational energy, rotational energy, vibrational energy, internal energy, centrifugal barrier, non-Boltzmann effects including overpopulation and depletion of high energy states, and species dependent parameters. The model is shown to reproduce the rates from QCT corresponding to Boltzmann distributions of internal energy states and for QSS distributions predicted by DMS. The QSS rates obtained from the model are compared with available experimental data. The effects of overpopulation inside shock waves and in the region immediately behind shock waves are also captured by the model. Further comparisons of the model are carried out in another article and simplifications to the model are proposed.
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APPENDIX Appendix A: Analytical expression for the non-Boltzmann rate constant
Denoting F as the internal energy distribution function and the corresponding rate constant as K (T, T rot , T v ), using Eq. 8 and Eq. 10
With substitution of (ε rel + ε int − ε eff d )/(k B T ) = x, one can reduce the above expression to the following:
Solving the integral above (α > −1 is required for convergence, which is the case):
where the quantity in curly brackets can be expressed as contribution from bound and quasi-bound molecules. In the above Eq. A3, depending upon the expression of F (ε rot , ε v )(= f (ε rot , ε v ),f (ε rot , ε v ) or f NB (ε rot , ε v )) corresponding Boltzmannn (K (T, T 
The expression fork(T, T rot , T ) is given by Eq. 31 in the main manuscript. Before we perform the above summation (in Eq. A5) we evaluate the partition function.
